
Research from the Status of Canadian Fundraising Report 2022 shows that 75% of non-
profit organizations in the Canada today are concerned about the economic situation and 
the prospect that it may lead to fewer donations in the next 12-18 months.

We’ve taken a look at the practical steps that charities can take to build resilience and 
continue to proactively future-proof your organization:

Embrace digital transformation.
From reducing your manual processes through workflow automation to thriving in remote working 
environments and embracing new platforms, organizations must adhere to a new focus on 
delivering strong digital experiences to their stakeholders. 

Find and target major donors.
Data from the Status of Canadian Fundraising Report 2022 shows that 51% of organizations who 
experienced an increase in income last year, said the main driver for growth was due to exceptional 
gifts. Organizations should familiarize themselves with their donors on file as well as prospects who 
have the capacity to make a major gift. Additionally, many major donors search out alternative 
vehicles for giving and tax benefits to make their donations go further. Organizations should 
ensure they are prepared to accept non-cash gifts.

Focus on donor retention.
While first-year donor retention remains a challenge among non-profit organizations, multi-year 
retention rates remain strong. Marketing and fundraising strategies must be aligned to best frame 
and communicate the societal values embraced by an organization’s mission and programs. 
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TIP: To find out more, take a look at our Supporter Experience Toolkit.

1  www.blackbaud.ca
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Invest in a sustained giving program.
Data* shows that annual revenue per donor increases 
preceding the two years following a donor’s commitment to a 
sustainer program (50% to 300%, with even the low end far 
exceeding the typical return for non-sustaining donors). As a 
strategy choice, there is substantial value to be had in 
sustainer fundraising.  

Add to your donor pool.
Organizations need to focus on strategies that address the 
changing macroeconomic environment we find ourselves in. 
To provide the most long-term growth, organizations must 
continually add to their pool of donors. 

Harness the power of peer-to-peer 
fundraising.
The acceleration of avenues like crowdfunding, do-it-yourself, 
and peer-to-peer fundraising will continue to be a cohesive 
component of overall fundraising strategies. Speaking to 
individuals on a one-to-one versus a one-to-many level, these 
campaigns continue to gain traction, connecting people 
to the causes they care about through the channels they 
regularly use. 

Diversify your revenue mix.
Non-profit organizations follow a multitude of revenue models. 
While different organizations may thrive using various 
combinations of revenue sources, organizations should avoid 
an over-reliance on certain sources. 

For more on building 
resilience through 
difficult times, you 
can read Philanthropy 
Through Recession, the 
latest resource from 
the Blackbaud Institute.

Get your copy here
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*Sustainers in Focus, Blackbaud Institute

TIP: For more on this, see what our friends at JustGiving 
have to offer.
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